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COVID-19 

Patients may present late in the clinical course of disease, affecting clinical signs and care needs 

Do not forget alternative diagnoses during COVID, consider and investigate alternative diagnoses 

Case 1: A patient was pre-alerted as a sudden deterioration and hypoxia in a likely COVID patient, and greeted by ITU team in     

Respiratory ED. Following initial assessment and management, the patient had a CXR revealing an unsuspected tension              

pneumothorax… COVID swabs were negative. 

This is an example of a failed heuristic (‘Cognitive Disposition to response, or CDR’ (1)), specifically ‘Sutton’s slip’- going for the 

obvious and not failure to make additional diagnoses. Protective strategies against CDR bias include metacognition, and forced  

consideration of alternatives (2). 

Patients may have multiple diagnoses, sometimes including COVID 
Case 3: An older patient was brought to the ED with severe abdominal pain. They had fallen a few days previously, were               

self-treating with NSAIDS for back pain, and had decreased mobility. The patient had been reluctant to attend hospital due to    

concerns about COVID risk. The patient had an abdominal CT with contrast which revealed: perforated duodenal ulcer, a fractured 

neck of femur, and multiple PEs. 

There is increasing evidence that patients are delaying (and avoiding) attendance to ED, including cardiac disease (4), stroke (5) as 

well as traumatic conditions. 

Case 2: A patient was pre-alerted as a sudden deterioration and hypoxia in a likely COVID patient, and greeted by ED team in      

Respiratory ED. Following initial assessment and management, it became clear that the patient had delirium and meningism, and 

antibiotics given. CTPA performed as part of COVID pathway workup revealed an aortitis (as an delayed addendum and incidental 

finding), and bacterial chest infection. Pneumococcus was identified. COVID swabs were positive. 
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